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THE AAPM AND THE NCRP
by Warren K. Sinclair

Links between the AAPM and th
NCRP have always been based on the na
ral bond of common interest and man
overlapping personnel. Among the man
fold activities of the NCRP, medical phys
ics has always had an important place;
the other hand, in the broad responsibilit
of a medical physicist, radiation protectio
is always an important part. Thus, there
the common bond of mutual interest
many scientific areas and goals.

The NCRP as a formal Council is act
ally younger than the AAPM. Many prom
nent medical physicists were among t
charter members of the NCRP Coun
when it was Congressionally chartered
1964. Among them Carl Braestrup, Bo
Gorson, John Laughlin, Herb Parker, Ed
Quimby, Harald Rossi, Ted Webster, a
Marvin Williams—many of whom were o
became AAPM presidents.

The predecessor organizations of t
NCRP, the National Committee on Radi
tion Protection and Measurements and,
fore that, the X-Ray and Radium Protecti
Committee included many medical phys
cists. The first 12 or so presidents of t
AAPM had all served on the Nationa
Committee and its subcommittees. My ow
service to the NCRP dated back to 19
when I first came to the United States fro
Val Mayneord’s laboratory in London.

It is not surprising that the links be
tween NCRP and AAPM have not re
mained quite as close as they were in tho
earlier years for both organizations. For t
NCRP in many of its developing years, th
main protection problems were those r
lated to medical applications of radiatio
and radioactivity, in which medical phys
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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cists were intimately involved, so the link
were very close indeed. The NCRP has d
veloped over the years a broad nation
and even an international, responsibility f
radiation protection as a field, and the ran
of activities in radiation protection hav
burgeoned far beyond those of the medi
applications alone. To cite just one e
ample, NCRP’s very useful role in evalua
ing and recommending the release of K85

from the Three Mile Island containmen
vessel one year after the accident~i.e., in
1980! was based on its own anticipato
report ~NCRP Report No. 44 produced i
1975! on the properties and health effec
of Krypton 85. Such a report was unlike
to be produced in a program confined
medical physics. Another area of nation
and international importance is the exp
sure of astronauts and others to radiat
fields in space. NCRP has taken the lead
this area and continues to do so. As a res
NCRP has pioneered our knowledge
space exposures and space limits to con
them. Yet one medical physicist once r
marked~in print, in a newsletter! that the
NCRP ought not to waste its time on su
esoteric problems of interest to very fe
when it should be providing shielding an
other parameters for practical medic
physicists to work with. NCRP has endea
ored to provide the latter as well in repor
such as Report No. 49 even in difficu
funding circumstances. It is gratifying tha
the NCRP and the AAPM are present
working together on two projects. One is
revision of NCRP Report No. 49 and th
other is a report on shielding in radio
therapy, which will utilize the therapy ma
terial from NCRP Reports No. 49, 51, an
79. NCRP regards these as important c
laborations that serve the interests of bo
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the AAPM and the NCRP and, most impo
tantly, the field itself.

NCRP also has the major and very im
portant role of assessing the science nee
for the basis of recommendations on occ
pational and public exposure limits. Thes
in turn, form the basis of much radiatio
legislation. This has necessitated the NC
including in its Council new expertise suc
as radiobiology, radiation epidemiolog
risk assessment, and so on, in addition
medical and health physics. Some medi
physicists with the requisite backgroun
and experience, such as Ted Webster, a
contribute to this work.

NCRP also has important responsibi
ties in the field of nonionizing radiation of
ten also important to many AAPM mem
bers. Paul Carson, AAPM president
1987, has been a steady contributor to
excellent work of NCRP Scientific Com
mittee 66 on Ultrasound.

NCRP needs the cooperation and c
laboration of the AAPM and the profes
sional expertise of its members. Many
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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them serve on the Committees of th
NCRP and on the Council itself. The up
coming president of AAPM, Larry Rothen
berg, has been an outstanding contribu
to the NCRP as Committee chairma
Council member, and now on the Board
Directors. NCRP enjoys and appreciat
such participation.

Charles Meinhold, soon after taking o
fice as president of NCRP, attended t
AAPM annual meeting in 1991 and gave
presentation on the work of NCRP. NCR
personnel are ready to respond to AAP
whenever items of mutual interest occur.

NCRP has also appreciated the fun
which annually have been donated by t
AAPM to the NCRP. While not large, thes
form an important component of profe
sional funding for the NCRP, which help
preserve its independence.

It is the hope and expectation of many
NCRP that NCRP and AAPM will continue
to work together on projects of mutual in
terest and to share professional person
as opportunity and our programs permit.
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RADIOLOGICAL PHYSICS
CENTER „RPC…
by Robert Shalek

The Committee on Radiation Therap
Studies~CRTS! sponsored by the Nationa
Cancer Institute~NCI! had the mission o
determining how radiation therapy could b
improved in the United States and maki
funding recommendations. Gilbert Fletch
was chairman. In February 1967, Jo
Laughlin, Lawrence Lanzl~president of the
AAPM!, Robert Shalek, and Norah Taple
~secretary of CRTS! met with representa
tives of NCI to consider the need for
physics organization to ensure the reliab
ity of radiation doses delivered to patien
entered into clinical trials and what role th
AAPM might play. Following peer review
of proposals, the AAPM recommended l
cating a physics center at M. D. Anders
Hospital in Houston with continuing scien
tific and policy oversight by the AAPM
This entity called the Radiological Physic
Center~RPC! proceeded with various qua
ity audit methods including physics revie
visits to institutions, mailed dosimeter
calculations for benchmark treatments, a
review of protocol patient records. Relat
activities are participation in setting accep
able error limits on doses to patients e
tered into various trials and making know
the findings of the physics reviews and s
lutions to calculation problems. Laced in
these specific activities is a continuo
learning and teaching function on the pa
of the RPC staff. John Laughlin was th
first chairman of the scientific and polic
committee, which later became known
the Radiation Therapy Committee of th
AAPM. Robert Shalek was the first direct
of the RPC; William Hanson became dire
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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tor in 1985. The National Cancer Institu
provides funds for the RPC operations.

In 1968 there were three cooperati
groups sponsoring clinical trials involvin
radiation therapy with a total of 35 partic
pating institutions. By 1973 there were 2
cooperative groups with a total of 200 pa
ticipating institutions. At about that tim
membership in the cooperative groups w
expanded from mostly academic centers
include community hospitals and oth
smaller institutions. One of the functions
the six Centers for Radiological Physic
~CRP!, established in 1974, was to perfor
similar review for these new and numero
participants in clinical trials. The result
from the CRP reviews were forwarded
the RPC for use in evaluation of protoc
compliance on individual patients enter
into the various studies.

The RPC performs protocol patien
evaluation for some cooperative group
and, in other cooperative groups, the gro
themselves performs the quality assuran
using data supplied by the RPC on rad
tion machines and intracavitary sources
participating institutions. In 1986 due t
funding constrictions, the six CRP cente
were closed, and the CRP records were s
to RPC for continuing review. In 1987 th
RPC was serving 648 institutions of whic
about one-half had come via the CRP’s;
1991 there were 841 institutions, and
1997 there were 1,176 institutions.

It is interesting to note that in the mi
1970’s it was assumed that there would
a lesser level of compliance for the phys
cal measurements and calculations~63%
for machine calibrations;65% for dose
delivered! at community hospitals than a
academic institutions. However, the resu
from the CRP’s indicated that the tw
groups were very close in these respects
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In the early days of the RPC, measuri
instruments, radiation beam calibration
and strength of brachytherapy sources w
major areas of concern. By 1997, mo
than 95% of all beam calibrations fe
within the 63% criteria; however, even i
1997 about 45% of institutions visited ha
at least one, or potentially one, situation
which discrepancies compound to exce
the 65% criteria for fulfillment of radia-
tion dose prescriptions. Ensuring that t
patient data entered into clinical trials a
as reliable as possible continues to be
primary goal of the RPC, but from time t
time the RPC encounters and helps reso
major problems at institutions that may n
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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be directly related to clinical trials.
From the start the RPC embodied

teaching function in explanatory repor
and in short courses in radiation measu
ment and calculation offered twice a ye
to the public by the RPC director. Also th
RPC participates in criticizing and dissem
nating new techniques as they appear
clinical trials. Some examples of thes
techniques have been: mantle calculatio
calibration of brachytherapy sources
site, total body photon irradiation, intraop
erative electron therapy, neutron therap
stereotactic radiosurgery, eye plaque d
simetry, high-dose-rate brachytherapy, a
modulated collimator calculations.
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CENTERS FOR RADIOLOGICAL
PHYSICS

by Robert Shalek and
Mary Ellen Masterson-McGary

In the early 1970’s the National Canc
Institute Division of Cancer Control an
Rehabilitation was sponsoring a number
clinical trials involving a large number o
radiation therapy centers and radiology d
partments. The question arose as
whether the radiation physics being done
all the institutions was sufficient to assu
optimum results. Discussions were held b
tween NCI officials and AAPM leaders
particularly Robert Shalek and John Laug
lin. The result was a contract in 1974 fro
the NCI to the AAPM to set up six regiona
centers for radiological physics. The co
tract was administered through a coordin
tion office in Bethesda, MD. Physicis
were invited to submit proposals for esta
lishment of centers at their institutions.

The six sites selected~and their Princi-
pal Investigators! were: M. D. Anderson
Cancer Center, Houston~Robert Shalek!;
Memorial Hospital, New York ~John
Laughlin!; Allegheny General Hospita
Pittsburgh ~Prakash Shrivastava!; Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Madison~John Cam-
eron!; University of Washington, Seattl
~Peter Wootton!; and University of Colo-
rado, Denver~William Hendee!. The Den-
ver center was later replaced by the W
Coast Cancer Foundation, San Franci
~Mary Louise Meurk!. Also, toward the end
of the program the contract for the Nort
east center was awarded to Yale Univers
~Robert Schulz!. Lloyd Bates, a physicis
with experience in both radiation therap
and diagnostic physics, was selected as
coordinating officer.

The primary purpose of the region
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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centers was to perform comprehens
physics evaluations at the hundreds
mostly community hospitals newly ac
cepted into clinical trials. Other objective
included: providing physics support fo
NCI-funded programs in diagnostic radio
ogy, and serving as a resource for techn
ogy transfer to the medical physics comm
nity through planned educational program
and individual consultations. Radiatio
therapy reviews were performed by th
CRP’s at a new large group of institution
that, for the most part, did not have ac
demic affiliation but were entering patien
into clinical trials.

The evaluations in radiation oncolog
facilities were patterned after the progra
previously developed under the auspices
the AAMP for the Radiological Physic
Center, established at M. D. Anderson Ca
cer Center in 1968. These included a co
prehensive set of measurements perform
on site:~1! to assess the accuracy of Cob
60, accelerator and betatron calibratio
and to compare measured doses with ca
lated doses under treatment simulating co
ditions for external beam therapy; and~2!
to assess the accuracy of brachythera
source calibrations and brachytherapy tre
ment planning techniques. In addition
uncovering and resolving site-specifi
problems in beam calibration and in the u
of treatment planning systems, the progra
also uncovered and resolved systema
problems with some algorithms on com
mercial treatment planning computers a
in the manufacturer’s calibration of som
brachytherapy sources. By providing con
dential assistance to individual medic
physicists and radiation oncologists and
serving the radiation oncology communi
with its educational programs, the CR
program was recognized as providing
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valuable service to our profession.
A large and important task of the CPR

was the measurement of the dose and
quality of images in mammography scree
ing centers. Chambers for measuring do
from low-energy x-ray beams were fabr
cated at Memorial Hospital, New York
The results of measurements with the
chambers indicated that a substantial nu
ber of mammography centers were deliv
ing much more radiation to patients tha
was required for satisfactory images a
that the quality of images was often su
standard. Further comprehensive efforts
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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the CPR’s resulted in significant reductio
in patient dose, with a concomitant increa
in image quality.

Pilot studies were completed for the C
project and the cardiovascular imagin
project. Before many institutions could b
reviewed in these areas, the CRP cent
were closed. At the onset the life of th
contract was mentioned as likely extendi
for about ten years. In 1986 due to fundin
constraints the CRP programs were term
nated; the records of radiation therapy
views were sent to the RPC in Houston f
continuing review.
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SUMMARY OF AAPM ACTIONS RELATED TO INCORPORATION

1958 Formation of the AAPM, primarily as a professional society.

1959 Constitution formulated with five objectives. Constitution circulated to mem
ship for approval~72 yes, 2 no!.

1960 AAPM Board decides that AAPM should have a strong scientific program as
as professional.

1965 AAPM is incorporated as an association with the five objectives. Ted We
carries out incorporation with the assistance of the Prentice–Hall Corporatio

1966 AAPM becomes an AIP Affiliated Society.

1968 President John Cameron appoints Bob Gorson as chair of anad hoccommittee to
consider concerns of the AIP and of the IRS with our constitution and validit
its tax-free status. Thead hoccommittee recommends deletion of items ‘‘B’’ an
‘‘E’’ and other changes. Their recommendation for the changes advised b
AIP were approved by the Board. Their report is attached. The modified co
tution was published in the next annualAAPM Directory.

1970 President Jim Kereiakes received confirmation that the IRS now recognize
AAPM as Federal tax-exempt 501~c!~3! organization.

1973 The AAPM becomes a full member of the AIP.

The AAPM Board declines to form a proposed separate society~The American
College of Clinical Physicists!, but does form an enhanced Professional Cou
with several committees.

1979 The AIP informed the AAPM that the IRS no longer questioned the AIP’s
exempt status~Newsletter, Vol. 4, No. 3, 1979!.

1982 The American College of Medical Physicists~ACMP! is founded as a separa
society to concentrate on professional interests of clinical physicists, with
approval of the AAPM.

1990 President Al Smith discovers that the Articles of Incorporation had not
modified in 1968, ‘‘for reasons unknown to us now.’’ With legal advice, all of
changes recommended in 1968 were carried out in the filed copy.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO
MEDICAL PHYSICS OF

PROFESSOR DONALD W. KERST

In 1940, Kerst succeeded in creating
high-energy electron accelerator, which u
lized new concepts in the use of shap
magnetic fields for the acceleration and o
bital guidance of electrons from a few Me
in energy up to hundreds of MeV. Ker
envisioned research, medical, and indust
applications, and the University of Illinoi
established a large laboratory under his
rection for these purposes. The laborato
accommodated several faculty colleagu
who had research projects with the betatr
and also graduate students~including H. W.
Koch, G. D. Adams, R. K. Clark, J. S
Laughlin, L. H. Lanzl, E. F. Lanzl, and D
Scag!. To this group, additional inspiratio
was contributed by Henry Quastler, rad
ologist at the Carle Clinic, who carried o
pioneer radiobiology studies with high
energy x rays with the Lanzls, and b
Lester Skaggs, whose interest was the
traction and use of the electron bea
Three other nuclear physics graduate s
dents, Rosalyn and Aaron Yalow an
Jacques Ovadia, became medical physic
later and were also active in the AAPM
Four of these students later became AAP
presidents. H. W. Koch became Director
the Radiation Laboratory of the Nation
Bureau of Standards~NIST! and later Di-
rector of the American Institute of Physic
Rosalyn Yalow won the Nobel Priz
~see p. 1290!; and Aaron Yalow was
Professor of Physics at Cooper Union a
also active in hospital physics and
RAMPS.

The studies of photodisintegratio
threshold energies provided a dozen re
tions useful for calibration in the 1.5–2
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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MeV energy range, and for monitoring x
ray and neutron exposure with foil activ
tion. Kerst considered 20-MeV betatrons
have a desirable energy for many applic
tions. Their depth dose distributions pr
duced by both electron and x-ray beam
matched human dimensions well, and
was an effective energy for industrial rad
ography. Plans for a 20-MeV energy bet
tron modified for medical or industrial ap
plication were developed by Kerst an
Adams with engineers at the Allis
Chalmers Co.

The Illinois group was further stimu
lated by the interest and visit of W. V
Mayneord, Head of the Physics Departme
of the Royal Marsden Hospital in London
who was a pioneer in applications of radi
tion physics to medical problems. He di
cussed hospital physics in the U.K. with i
organization in hospital departments, t
formation of the HPA in 1943, and his be
lief that the betatron would make it po
sible for radiation treatment to be applie
anywhere in the body and remove t
therapeutic limitation of orthovoltages.

Harold Johns and two fellow professo
from the University of Saskatchewan vi
ited for a month in the spring of 1947 whe
the staff were engaged in preparing co
mation, monitoring, and instrumentatio
prior to an actual treatment. They ordered
betatron for their hospital.

A graduate student in physics was a
flicted with a glioblastoma, which was un
successfully operated in Chicago. Rad
tion was recommended by the surgeon, a
Quastler pointed out that the optimum co
centration of the radiation could b
achieved with the betatron, dependent
completion of additional collimation, flat
tening filter, and monitoring technology fo
planning and application of the 22-MeV
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x-ray beam. In two weeks, the group h
completed the necessary additional inst
mentation, and a plan was developed wh
provided for 25 convergent, noncoplan
fields. Although a uniquely high concentr
tion of dose was successfully achieved,
patient died. Experience over the sub
quent years has confirmed that gliobla
toma is highly radioresistant. The Unive
sity of Illinois College of Medicine ordered
the next available betatron and a resea
program was carried out there, and in oth
institutions, to establish the dosimetry f
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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the clinical use of both high-energy x ray
and electrons.

Kerst, originally from the University of
Wisconsin, returned there to direct a pr
gram on plasma research, which resulted
the concept of charged particle stora
rings and the feasibility of particle collisio
studies. He remained highly interested
developments in the medical applicatio
of high-energy beams and was always
terested in the work of the substantial nu
ber of his former students and colleagues
medical physics.
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE JOINT
TEACHING COMMITTEES OF THE

AAPM AND THE ACR: 1961 –1987
by Edward W. Webster

One of the primary duties of physicis
in Radiology Departments was, and is, t
teaching of radiological physics to res
dents in Radiology and at a higher level
radiological physicists in the course of the
training. To promote completeness a
high standards of teaching among the ra
idly growing numbers of radiologica
physicists, two Committees with overla
ping objectives were formed by the Amer
can College of Radiology~ACR! and the
American Association of Physicists i
Medicine ~AAPM! as follows:

1958. The ACR Commission on Edu
cation formed a Subcommittee on Educ
tion in Radiation Physics for Radiolog
residents under the chairmanship of Ed
Quimby with both Marvin Williams and
Ted Webster as members. All three at th
time were invited examiners in Physics f
the American Board of Radiology.

1961. The AAPM established a
Teaching Committee with John Hale
chairman~1961–62! followed by Gail Ad-
ams ~1962–63! and Ted Webster~1963–
68!. A syllabus for teaching radiology res
dents was prepared by John Hale a
distributed to all AAPM members in earl
November 1962.

1963. The ACR and AAPM commit-
tees initiated a joint project to collect a
organized set of questions in radiologic
physics for use in training programs for R
diology residents.

1964–68. A large question set o
about 500 questions was assembled,
cussed, and amended by the following n
joint Committee members: G. Adams,
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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Gorson, M. Greenfield, J. Hale, J. Ker
iakes, A. McCrea, A. Norman, S. Vicker
and E. Webster. The set was organiz
with the following 13 sections, each edite
by a member of the above joint committe

~1! Basic Mathematics
~2! Basic Physics
~3! Electricity and Magnetism an

X-Ray Circuits
~4! Atomic and Radiation Physics
~5! Units of Radiation Dose an

Beam Dosimetry
~6! External Beam Treatment Plan

ning
~7! Basic Physics of Radioactivit

and Nuclear Energy
~8! Radioactive Implant Dosimetry
~9! Metabolic Isotope Dosimetry

~10! High-Energy Accelerators
~11! Radiation Measuring Instru

ments
~12! Diagnostic X-Ray Physics
~13! Radiation Safety: Biological Ba

sis and Physics

1968. F. O’Foghludha assumed th
chairmanship of the Joint Teaching Com
mittee and organized the final editing
this original collection.

1970. A 73-page volume of question
and suggested answers with the title,Prob-
lems in Physics for Radiology Residen,
was published by the American College
Radiology.23

1973. A second edition with a revise
question set together with a teaching syl
bus prepared by the joint committee und
the chairmanship of A. Feldman was pu
lished by the ACR.24

1980. A third edition with separate
revised syllabuses for diagnostic and the
peutic radiology residents and updat
questions, including computerized tomo
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raphy and radiobiology, was published
the ACR.25 It was prepared by a new join
committee with the following members:

ACR Committee on Physics.N. Baily
~chairman!, S. Balter, S. Bushong, A. Feld
man, R. Gorson, W. Hendee, J. Izenstark
Kereiakes, L. Stanton, W. Tuddenham,
Waggener, E. Webster, and H. Wyckoff.

AAPM Committee on Training of Rad
ologists. J. Gray~chairman!, D. Bassano
K. Doppke, J. Glover, M. Hodara, L. Hub
bard, D. Kopp, R. Moyer, T. Padikal, S
Rubin, and T. Villafana.

1987. A fourth edition of the physics
syllabus in diagnostic radiology and ther
peutic radiology, was prepared in the p
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
y

J.
.

-
-

riod 1986–87. The diagnostic section co
ers 26 topics including, for the first time
ultrasound imaging, magnetic resonan
imaging, digital imaging, and the elemen
of digital computers. There are 580 que
tions in this section. The therapy sectio
covers 13 topics and includes 513 que
tions. No answers to these questions are
cluded. Again, this edition was prepare
cooperatively between the Committee
Training of Radiologists of the AAPM
~chairman, M. Edwards! and the Commit-
tee on Physics Education and Training
the ACR~chairman, R. Tanner!. P. Sprawls
was the overall coordinator of the four
edition.26
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THE CANADIAN ORGANIZATION
OF MEDICAL PHYSICISTS

„excerpted from Part Six, Chapter VI
in A New Kind Of Ray

by John E. Aldrich and Brian C. Lentle …

By 1954 the physicists employed in th
seven centers of the Ontario Cancer Fo
dation had formed an association to adv
the foundation and to ‘‘provide collectiv
discussion and action for the advancem
of the application of physics to radiatio
therapy.’’ At its first meeting the secreta
was instructed to communicate with oth
physicists working in the medical fiel
across Canada with the intention of form
ing a Canadian Association of Medic
Physicists ~CAMP!. Since the Canadia
Association of Physicists~CAP! was con-
cerned mainly with the interests of ac
demic physicists and the Canadian Ass
ciation of Radiologists ~CAR! was
primarily a medical body with little interes
by physicians in the problems of their no
medical colleagues, the recognition me
cal physicists required was not forthcomin
from either of these two well-establishe
organizations.

This situation led to the formation o
CAMP in 1955. CAR, with whom the
medical physicists worked closely, an
CAP were concerned about this indepe
dent action on the part of a small group
medical physicists, and both active
worked to absorb this fledgling organiz
tion into the more well-established bodie
CAP, in an unprecedented step, decided
set up a division of medical physics, th
first of many such limited interest groups
the physics community. This move was a
cepted by the members of CAMP and t
Division of Medical and Biological Physic
~DMBP! of CAP was established.
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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One of the first steps undertaken
DMBP was an attempt at certification o
competency in medical physics, thus pr
viding a basis for recognition by govern
ment agencies. This action was premat
and was not resolved for many years. Ho
ever, for over 35 years DMBP was the o
ficial body representing physicists workin
in the fields of biological and medical re
search and application in Canada. With
the limitations imposed by a small popul
tion, a very large country, and a variety
employment situations, DMBP did a cre
ible job, both as a scientific and a profe
sional organization. Its most regular fun
tion was the organization of scientifi
meetings on a yearly basis. It was the org
nization representing Canada at the Inter
tional Organization of Medical Physic
~IOMP! from about 1970 to 1990. It orga
nized the Fourth International Conferen
on Medical Physics in Ottawa in 1976. I
addition it provided many provincial an
national committees~for example, Health
and Welfare, the Atomic Energy Contro
Board, and the Healing Arts and Radiatio
Protection Committee of Ontario! with ex-
pert advice, especially on matters of rad
tion protection.

In 1979 the physicists working in a ho
pital environment in the fields of radiatio
therapy, nuclear medicine, and medical i
aging ~most of whom were members o
DMBP! recognized again the need for
peer review process to establish comp
tency in the application of physics in th
medical environment. To meet this ne
the Canadian College of Physicists
Medicine ~CCPM! was legally established
under a Canadian government charter.

Initially, a well-established medica
physicist was admitted to Fellowship in th
College on the basis of his or her crede
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tials ~including years of experience, pee
reviewed publications, and recommend
tions from colleagues!. The first board was
composed of S. O. Fedoruk, A. F. Hollo
way, H. E. Johns, J. C. F. MacDonald,
M. Mathieu, and M. E. J. Young. Fellow
ship is now granted after passing a comp
hensive written examination followed b
an oral examination.

While the Fellowship was designed
establish excellence in medical physics,
1983 there arose a need to certify comp
tence in the medical physics specialitie
This need was met by the establishment
a Membership category, which can be o
tained after a shorter period of experien
by passing the written examination only.
Member is expected to attempt to obta
the Fellowship when his or her experien
and publication record meet the requir
standards.

In the mid-eighties the medical phys
cists once again reviewed their relationsh
with CAP. After much discussion it wa
decided to form a separate umbrella org
nization, the Canadian Organization
Medical Physicists~COMP!, combining the
scientific and professional role of DMB
with that of the CCMP. The new organiz
tion came into being in 1989.

Medical physicists in Canada have clo
ties with their medical colleagues as well
their university counterparts. Annual mee
ings have been held with the Canadian A
sociation of Physicists, The Canadian A
sociation of Radiologists, The Canadi
Association of Radiation Oncologists, th
Canadian Medical and Biological Eng
neering Society, and the American Ass
ciation of Physicists in Medicine.

Canadian physicists have also been
volved with the organization of importan
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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international conferences, including the fo
lowing:

International Congress of Radiology
Montreal, 1962

International Conference on Medica
Physics, Ottawa, 1976

Inter-American Meeting on Medical
Physics, Chicago, 1984

World Congress on Medical Physic
and Biological Engineering,
San Antonio, 1988

In 1998 the COMP is approaching 40
members in size, comprising medic
physicists and graduate students working
the areas of medical imaging physics, ca
cer therapy physics, radiation protectio
and medical biophysics, plus Corpora
Members who are involved in those area
COMP represents medical physicists in
sectors: hospitals, cancer centers, unive
ties, government agencies, and industry.

The COMP promotes the application
physics to medicine through scientifi
meetings and professional standards, an
the Canadian member of the Internation
Organization for Medical Physics. Th
COMP also continues to have a close re
tionship with the CCPM, which is the na
tional certification body for clinical compe
tence in physics applied to medicine
Canada. By 1998 over 140 medical phy
cists had been certified by the CCPM. T
two organizations meet annually, in a co
ference consisting of an educational sy
posium organized by the CCPM plus scie
tific sessions of proffered oral and post
presentations organized by the COMP. T
scientific journals of the Canadian medic
physics organizations areMedical Physics
andPhysics in Medicine and Biology.
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MEDICAL PHYSICS: HISTORY OF THE SCIENTIFIC JOURNAL
OF THE AAPM

EDITORS

G. D. Adams, Volumes 1–5 ~1974–78!
E. Siegel, Volumes 6–8 ~1979–81!
E. L. Chaney, Volumes 9–11 ~1982–84!
F. O’Foghludha, Volumes 12–14 ~1985–87!
J. S. Laughlin, Volumes 15–23 ~1988–96!
C. Orton, Volumes 24– ~1997– !
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The need of members of the new
formed AAPM to have a scientific journa
was early recognized. In 1962 Warren S
clair negotiated an arrangement with
Rotblat, Editor of the HPA journal,Physics
in Medicine and Biology~PMB!, to have it
also designated as the official journal of t
AAPM. This worked well, but there wa
also a desire expressed within the AAP
to have more communication within th
membership, not only on Association a
tions, but on technical developmen
Events leading to creation of theQuarterly
Bulletin, the Journal, and theNewsletter
have appeared in the summaries of act
ties during successive presidential terms

During Lanzl’s term, theQuarterly Bul-
letin was authorized with Jim Kereiakes
Editor and was first published in June 196
Kereiakes arranged for a Cleveland firm
handle publication. Shirley Vickers becam
Editor in 1969, and was followed by Coli
Orton in 1971 as Editor.

In 1971, in response to repeated sugg
tions of publishing our own journal, th
Board appointed a Journal Explorato
Group, which studied many aspects of su
an endeavor. Their poll indicated that a m
jority of the membership favored havin
our own journal, but the initial financial ba
sis was not evident in the limited treasur
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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The 1972 Board authorized an editor a
also authorized seeking contributions to
‘‘Founders Fund’’ with an eventual goal o
$10,000 before publication could start. A
though the goal was essentially achieve
use of the Fund has not been necess
since the annual net financial health of t
Journal has always been positive.

Finally, the 1973 Board decided that th
AAPM should have its own scientific jour
nal and establishedMedical Physicswith
Gail Adams as Editor. It was founded as
archival, scientific journal published on
bimonthly basis with its own budget an
the benefit of the Founder’s Fund. Be
Galkin, AAPM treasurer, worked closel
with Gail to assist management of the jou
nal. It has always been published by t
AIP and has enjoyed strong support fro
the AIP staff. Similar to the AIP journals
the institutional location of the Editor was
from 1974 through 1996, the address f
manuscript submission and editorial proc
dures. In late 1996, by action of EXCOM
and the new Business Management Co
mittee ~BMC!, manuscript handling activi
ties were transferred to AAPM Headqua
ters and the editor’s office was supported
his institution. The establishment of th
BMC does promise more attention to th
Journal and support by EXCOM.
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The Journal continues the policy of i
first editor, Adams, who appointed asso
ate editors to form the Editorial Board. A
sociate editors and referees assist the ed
in the review of manuscripts. A minimum
of two independent reviews is ordinarily re
quired.

During the continuing development o
the Journal, many different problems a
opportunities have been dealt with succe
fully by succeeding editors to result in
Journal which is useful to the many diffe
ent interests of members of the AAPM an
to medical physicists generally. It has
international audience, and its scope
shown in the topical listing of its conten
on the cover of each issue. To emphas
this broad editorial objective, Ed Siegel i
serted on the masthead page a sentence
rived from our constitution: ‘‘Medical
Physics publishes articles broadly con
cerned with the relationship of physics
human biology and medicine.’’ Editor
have pursued this goal by solicitation
comprehensive review articles on a bro
range of subjects, and also by promoti
more numerous reviews of books of bro
pertinence to the field of medical physics

All of the successive editors have pu
lished historical articles on subjects impo
tant to the AAPM and to the field of med
cal physics. Several of the editors ha
used the cover innovatively to emphasi
the significance of published articles. E
Siegel, second editor, rendered a signific
service toMedical Physicswhen he suc-
cessfully sought identification of our Jou
nal with the Institute for Scientific Informa
tion for analysis and compilation of ou
citation indices in their publication,Cita-
tion Indices. As a result, citation indice
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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have been available for the monitoring
Medical Physicssince 1982.

Vital to any journal is the thoroughnes
and timeliness of its reviews, which aid th
author in his/her revisions. The cooperati
of the editors and referees has made p
sible an impressive record of timeliness f
this Journal in this regard. Most authors a
prompt to respond to the advice in the e
tor’s disposition letter, and some are aid
by the policy of reminders within a limited
time period.

Other specific actions taken, or reem
phasized, include:

• In the first issue of 1992 the pap
stock was significantly improved with
a heavier, acid-free paper of increas
brightness and opacity, more acce
able for imaging manuscripts.

• Planning started in early 1993 fo
monthly publication, which was initi-
ated January 1994, and has been ma
tained since.

• All quantitative indicators of quality
including those which measure cita
tions by authors in other journals, hav
been favorable as shown in Fig. 205

• The Journal home page on the worl
wide web was initiated in Augus
1995, and each month carried the tab
of contents two to three weeks befo
publication, as well as a list of othe
future articles, at no expense to th
AAPM; the AAPM has acquired a
Webmaster and~see Paliwal’s term!
developed a policy with its Electroni
Media Coordinating Committee to tak
full advantage of technological deve
opments in electronic publishing.

Other recent improvements accom
plished in 1997 include:
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FIG. 205. Total citations to Medical Physics (1982–1996).
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• The specified use of page charges
encourage conciseness.

• Elimination of blank pages.
• Initiation of a Point/Counterpoint se

ries of debates on controversial issu
• A continuing education credit program

to encourage and reward study of sp
cific ‘‘educational’’ articles.

• An annual CD-ROM containing al
current articles as well as abstracts
Medical Physics, Vol. 25, No. 7, July 1998, Part 2
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all papers published inMedical Phys-
ics from 1975 on.

The innovativeness and tenacity of ea
of the Editors has been exerted by the
because of their realization that the Jour
is the single most effective entity whic
represents the AAPM in the scientific an
professional world in which each memb
works.


